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Abstract
One of thc greatest problems plaguing our society today is the use and abuse of illegal
substances. The use of opiates, such as morphine, is of particular concern due to the high rates of
relapse in those addicted. The conditioned place preference (CPP) paradigm is a technique used
to study the rewarding properties of drugs of abuse in rats, and is reliant on classical
conditioning. One way to model environmental influences on drug abuse and addiction
vulnerability is through an enriched environment (EE) paradigm. in which rats are housed in
large cages with increased opportunity for exploratory behavior and social interaction. EE
studies have been shown to have beneficial effects in the brain and on behavior in animal studies.
Thus far, studies on drug addiction using both the EE and CPP paradigms have shown
conflicting results. The goal of the present study was to investigate the effects of EE in rats on
the acquisition, extinction, and stress-induced reinstatement of a morphine CPP. Male SpragueDawley rats were raised in either an enriched or standard environnlent for 6 weeks. Animals
were given a 3 m d k g dose of morphine during the conditioning phase of the experiment.
Following a preference test to determine CPP acquisition. the preference for the drug-paired
chamber was extinguished. One week after extinction, half of the animals were exposed to an
unsignaled footshock stressor to produce stress-induced reinstatement of the drug-paired
chamber. While both groups developed a morphine CPP, the magnitude of this preference was
significantly greater in EE rats compared to rats reared in standard conditions (SE).The rates of
extinction did not differ between the two groups of rats. Exposure to stress produced a trend
towards reinstatement in SE rats. However. EE rats did not show this stress-induced
reinstatement. These results suggest that raising rats in EE may have a protective effect against
the reinstatement of the preference for the dnlg-paired chamber that occurred as a result of the
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stress-inducing footshock. This is consistent with previous research indicating a beneficial effect
of EE in the CPP model of drug abuse.
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Effect of an Enriched Environment on Morphine Conditioned Place Preference in Rats
One of the greatest problems plaguing our society today is the use and abuse of illegal
substances. Drug addiction has been classified as a chronic relapsing disorder characterized by
con~pulsivedrug-seeking and drug-taking behaviors, without regard for the negative
consequences often associated with drug use (Jaffe, 1990). In the recent National Survey on
Drug Use and Health done by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMSHA, 2009), it is estimated that 21.8 million Americans 12 years of age or older, or
approximately 8.7% of the population, are considered to have a substance abuse or dependence
disorder. Drug addiction is associated with severely detrimental social and economical effects.
\\hich in turn have led to a number of research studies in which the sole purpose has been to seek
out and directly examine the underlying behaviors associated with substance abuse disorders. As
we move toward a better understanding of the neurobiological processes and brain alterations
involved in drug addiction, we will hopefully be capable of developing more effective treatment
option5 and better preventative measures in order to attenuate this growing epidemic in our
society.

Net~roh i o l o ~ yof'Addiction
'To better understand the procedures and results of behavioral studies on addiction, it is

important to have knowledge of the biological mechanisms underlying these behaviors. We
know that there is a genetic component involved in addiction (for reviews, see Compton,
Thomas, Conway, & Colliver. 2005; Crabbe, 2002; Zhou, Proudnikov, Yuferov, & Kreek, 2010),
and many studies are focused on the neurobiological aspects of drug addiction through the use of
aniinal models. Research on animals commonly involves the investigation of the reinforcing
effects of abused substances. Although there are several neural mechanisms involved in

reinforcement, the activities of dopaminergic neurons play an especially important role. The
most important dopamine (DA) circuit in drug reinforceinent is the mesolimbic dopaminergic
systein originating in the ventral tegrnental area and sending axonal projections to the nucleus
accumbens. The nucleus accumbens is located in the ventral striatun1 of the basal forebrain and
its neurons project to the more ventral areas o r the basal ganglia involved in learning. The release
of dopamine in the nucleus accurnbens is the primary effect of most drugs of abuse, as well as in
the activity of most types of natural reinforcers. According to Kauer & Malenka (2007), it
appears that the proccss of addiction begins in the mesolimbic dopaminergic systein and then
produces long-term changes in other brain regions that receive input from these neurons. The
process begins with the strengthening of the synaptic connections of the inputs to the neurons of
the ventral tegmental area which then project their excitatory dopamine outputs to their
respective brain areas, most notably the nucleus accumbens. While the early reinforcing effects
that encourage drug taking behavior takes place in the nucleus accun~bens,the ventral region of
the striatum. it is the changes that take place in the dorsal areas of the striatum that lead to the
behaviors becoming habitual. In their review on the neural systems of reinforcement in drug
addiction, Everritt & Robbins (2005) hypothesize that changing from voluntary drug use to
habitual and con~pulsivedrug use is represented by a transition at the neuronal level from
precortical to striatal control over behavior as well as a progression from ventral to more dorsal
domains of the striatum, which involves the innervations of the DA system. These transitions
depend on the neuroplasticity in the cortical and striatal structures induced by chronic drug use.
Two of the general types of structural plasticity have been observed in addiction studies: the first
being changes in the size of cell bodies and the second is changes in dendritic spine arborizations
or spine morphology (Russo et al., 2010). These morphological changes are the mediators of

addictive behavior. It has been theorized that continued exposure to drugs of abuse results in a
pathological shift in the drug user's hedonic set point and an overall state of dysregulation of
brain reward systems. resulting in the loss of control over drug intake and compulsive use (Koob
& LeMoal, 2008). Through the use of animal models of addiction we are able to investigate the

neurophysiological basis of behavior, as well as the perceptual and motivational aspects of
addiction.
Aninwl ~bfotlelsof Addiction

Studying the development of drug abuse is difficult to do in human subjects; therefore
nonhuman mima1 models are preferred by addiction researchers interested in the neurobiology
behind the behaviors of addiction, with rodents being the most commonly studied. One of the
reasons that animal nlodels are preferred is that it is more difficult to study the neurobiology
bchind the acquisition of an addiction in humans. Additionally, animal models allow us to do
neurobiological n~anipulationsthat can't be done in humans, and animal models also allow for
greater experimental control. Studies on mice and rats allow us to probe the physiological
aspects of addiction, from the stages of acquisition of drug addiction, escalation of drug use,
extinction of the drug preference, and relapse. or reinstatement of drug use after a period of
abstinence. One of the most miidely used models in addiction research on rodents is the
conditioned place preference paradigm.
Conditioned Place Preference

Whut is corditio~ed/dace prefircnce?
The conditioned place preference (CPP) paradigm is a technique used to study the
rewarding properties of drugs. It is important to note that there is a distinction between the
reinforcing and the rewarding effects of drugs of abuse. According to Bardo and Bevins (2000),

the reinforcing properties of a drug are better measured through the opcrant drug selfadministration paradigm, since it is clear to see what behaviors are more likely to occur in the
presence of a drug using this model. In the C'PP paradigm it is not clear as to what behaviors are
reinforced since the drug is given passively to the animal, so it is thought to be more of a
measure of the rewarding, or appetitive value of the drug. The methodology of CPP experiments
can vary but the basic premise remains constant and is reliant on the theory of Pavlovian
conditioning. In this type of conditioning, there is an unconditioned stimulus (US), which is
capable of eliciting a particular response, being paired with a neutral stin~ulus.Through a series
of pairings with the US, the initially neutral stimulus then becomes what is known as the
conditioned stimulus (CS), and the two stimuli become associated with one another, allowing the
previously neutral C'S to now elicit the response of the US. with or without the presence of the
US. The CS that gets paired with the US could be something discrete, such as a tone, or
something less specific, such as a context.
When using the CPP paradigm to measure the rewarding properties of drugs it is
important that the apparatus is devised in such a way that the two chambers are contextually
distinct from one another. This can be accomplished through the use of various visual, olfactory,
and/or tactile cues. One of the chambers becomes the CS as it becomes associated with the
rewarding US o r drug administration through the conditioning process. The CPP procedure can
be considered a discrimination task since it involves both a CS+ and CS-. The conditioning stage
of the CPP paradigm, known as acquisition, involves repeated pairings of the drug US to one
chamber (CS+), alternated with exposure to other non-drug-paired chamber (CS-). Following the
conditioning pairings, a CPP test is given in order to test for chamber preference. The animal is
considered to have developed a preference, or CPP, for the drug if it spends an increased amount

of time in the drug-paired chamber relative to the time spent in the other chamber. If there is a
preference for the drug-paired chamber it is assumed that the animal has learned the association
between the environmental context of the chamber and the dimg, and that the drug has rewarding
properties. On the other hand, if there is a greater preference for the non-drug paired chamber,
the drug could be acting as an aversive stin~ulus.Therefore. we can consider the CPP paradigm
as also being capable of measuring the aversive properties of a given substance. The CPP test is
performed in the absence of any drug injections. so as to eliminate any confounds involved with
the rewarding properties of the chosen drug. (Aguilar, Rodriguez-Arias, & Minarro, 2009). The
CPP paradigm allows us to study the various stages of drug addiction and can involve the
acquisition, extinction, and reinstatement of a drug-induced preference. The acquisition phase
can be viewed as the development of a preference for the drug and its rewarding values.
Extinction is a way to model the loss of this preference for the diug and may help us study drug
cravings and drug withdrawals. The reinstatement phase of the CPP paradigm is considered to be
a model of drug relapse, which is often seen in addiction.
In addition to being used as a screening tool for the abuse potential of drugs, the CPP
paradigm is also an excellent model to study neurotransmitters, brain areas, signaling pathways,
and other mechanisms that are involved in mediating the rewarding, or aversive effects of drugs.
The neurobiological mechanisms underlying the expression of a CPP have been the focus of a
number of addiction research studies. The most basic mechanism appears to be the mesolimbic

DA system, which originates in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and terminates in different
limbic structures such as the nucleus accunlbens and hippocampus. Other brain regions and
pathways thought to be involved in the behaviors seen in CPP for various drugs of abuse are the
pre-frontal cortex (PFC) and amygdala (for review, see Hoffman, 1989; and Tzschentke, 2007).

H~hitz/utiona i d C'PP

The first phase of the CPP is when the animals undergo a pre-conditioning, or
habituation, phase which usually lasts one to three days, and is usually dependent upon the
distinguishing characteristics of each chamber of the CPP apparatus; the more distinct they are
from one another, the less number of days are needed for the habituation period. This habituation
to the CPP apparatus allows free access to all chambers and is typically used as a means of
eliminating novelty as a confounding variable in thc study. Following the habituation days, a
preference test is given to determine a baseline score. A baseline score is determined by
measuring the amount of time spent in each of the side chambers of the CPP apparatus in order
to see if one of the chambers is initially preferred over the other chamber. This baseline data can
then be used to determine the drug-pairing chamber assignments and is also used for conlparison
with the post-conditioning CPP test probe in determining whether a CPP was developed.
Acquisition of C'PP

After habituation and determining the chamber assignment protocol to be used, the
conditioning phase begins. Conditioning typically involves alternating days of drug-pairing and
vehicle-pairing confinement in the CPP apparatus, which is counterbalanced according to the
design of the experiment. On days for drug-pairing the animal is injected with the drug and then
immediately confined to the assigned drug-paired chamber of the CPP apparatus. The number of
sessions of' alternating drug- and saline-paired conditioning trials in order to produce a CPP is
dependent upon the reward strength of the drug being used, but is usually anywhere between one
and six sessions of drug-pairings. The day after the last day of conditioning, the postconditioning CPP test is given, which entails placing the animal in the apparatus with free access
to both chambers for the same amount of time used to obtain the baseline score. The amount of

time spent in each of the chambers is measured and if the animal spends more time in the drugpaired chamber it can be inferred that the animal has developed a C'PP due to the rewarding
effects of the drug.
Extinction of

[I

CPP

Another aspect of drug addiction that can be modeled in the CPP paradigm is the process
of extinction. 'Through the process of extinction we are able to directly observe the incentive
motivational properties of the drug-paired contest, or chamber. Extinction typically involves
repeated exposure to the previously paired drug chamber in the absence of the drug followed by
a probe test. The probe test consists of allowing the animal free access to both sides of the
apparatus and measuring the time spent in each chamber. Extinction is considered to be a
decrease in a learned response's intensity or frequency once the US has been removed (Pavlov,
1927), which is the chug used in the CPP procedure. This confinement and probe test sequence
can be repeated until there is no significant difference between the times spent in each chamber,
which is indicative of the CPP being extinguished.
Reinstatenwi7t of LI C'PP

After the extinction of the initial preference established by the drug, the CPP paradigm is
also capable of providing an animal model of drug relapse, called the reinstatement model. This
model was originally proposed by Stewart & de Wit (1987), where rejnstatement of drug seeking
is presumed to occur when a previously drug-reinforced behavior is resumed through exposure to
drug or non-drug stimuli after extinction. Their original model was developed using the selfadministration paradigm and more recently a reinstatement procedure based on the CPP
paradigm has been developed. As described in a review article on the reinstatement of drug
relapse. after extinction of the CPP has been established, tests for reinstatement of the CPP are

given after drug injection or exposure to a non-drug stimuli, usually a stressor (Shaham et al.,
2003). The two most widely used models are the drug priming- and stress-induced reinstatement
procedures in CPP models of relapse. These two methods of reinstatement appear to be mediated
by different neural pathways, with stress-induced reinstatement involving the circuit from the
medial PFC (mPFC) through the VTA to the shell of the nucleus accumbens; while drug-induced
reinstatement involves a more direct pathway from the mPFC to the nucleus accumbens shell.
Though mediated by different pathways, both stress- and drug-induced reinstatement involve
similar neurotransmitter systems, such as DA, glutamate, opioid, corticotrophin-releasing factor
(CRF), and noradrenaline (Aguilar et al, 2009).
Exposure to stress is known to be involved in drug abuse vulnerability in humans and has
been utilized after extinction to induce CPP in rats. One of the most common forms of stressors
used in the experiments is intermittent footshock exposure. Studies using footshock as a stressor
to induce reinstatement of a CPP have been successful for cocaine (Lu et al., 2002), and for
morphine (Wang, Fang, Liu, & Lu, 2006).
Through the use of the CPP paradigm in animals such as rats we are able to model
various aspects of the addiction process, including the initial rewarding effects of drugs,
abstaining from drug use, drug cravings and withdrawal. and relapse. A variety of cxperimental
manipulations may be incorporated into the standard CPP paradigm which is ultimately a
measurement of the context-drug associative learning that takes place in the procedure. The
susceptibility and vulnerability of acquiring an addiction to drugs is thought to be influenced by
a number of factors which can be modeled in the laboratory. An important method used to study
addiction with the CPP paradigm in rats is modeling the environmental influences on drug abuse
vulnerability. One way of modeling this in the laboratory is using different housing variations for

the rats included in the study, in order to assess the effects of environmental conditions on
behavior and learning both important aspects of addiction.
Environmental Enrichment

T.Vhu/ is Envii.onnzen/~~I
Enr.ichincnt.~
Most behavioral studies using rats as subjects employ a social environmental (SE)
housing condition, which is typically 2 rats in a standard sized cage, with no novel or inanimate
stimuli. A modification on the SE housing conditions of rats being used in behavioral
neuroscience studies is what has been ternled environmental enrichment (EE). The typical
environment of the enriched housing conditions is that of larger cages with a greater number of
rats per cage in order to allow for more complex social interaction. The actual housing structure
is complex as well and often consists of tunnels. toys, nesting materials, and running wheels, all
of which are varied over the time span of the experiment (van Praag, Kempermann, & Gage,
2000). Though EE paradigms differ significantly among laboratories, EE rats are usually
grouped together at approximately two months of age with anywhere between 4 and 12 rats per
large cage, which usually consists of multiple levels to encourage optimal locomotion and
exploratory activity. The optimal time at which to utilize the enriched environment in rodents is
during adolescence when the brain is thought to be most plastic, but exposure of aged mice to an
enriched environment can also produce neurological benefits (Brown et al., 2003; Kempermann,
Kuhn, & Gage, 1998).

Fflects OSEEon the Brain
Early studies on the effects of EE on the brains of rats showed an overall increase in
weight and thickness in the cerebral cortex, an increase in the size of the hippocampus, an
increase in the diameter of the cortical capillaries, and an increase in the number of glial cells

and dendritic branching (Rosenzweig, 1966). Another early study revealed that there is a
correlation between complexity of the EE and the increases in cerebral measures, and that it is
possible to reverse the effects of an impoverished environment on cerebral effects by later
exposing these rats to an EE (Rosenzweig, Krech, Bennett, & Zolman, 1962). According to van
Praag et al. (2000), EE in rats has been shown to significantly promote neurogenesis in the
dentate gyrus of the hippocampus as well as the pyramidal cells in areas CAI and CA3 of the
hippocampus.
Research has demonstrated that EE-reared rats show superior performance on a variety of
learning and memory tasks. A study by Bruel-Sungerman, Laroche, & Rampon (2005)
investigated whether the new neurons in the hippocampus resulting from an EE were actually
involved in the improved memory performance of these rats. In order to test this they injected
rats with 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU), an imn~unostainmarker that labels newborn dividing
cells, in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus in EE rats and assessed memory performance on
an object recognition task. In order to determine that the BrdU+ cells were responsible for
enhanced memory performance in EE rats. half of the EE rats were treated with an agent known
to reduce neurogenesis. The EE rats not treated with this agent performed significantly better on
the memory task than those who were treated with the agent. Their results confirnled that these
new dentate granule cells produced during enrichment were indeed critically involved in the
enhanced memory performance of the rats.
Another study set out to investigate the underlying physiological changes in the EE rat
brain that cause increased neurogenesis in the hippocampus (Segovia, Yague, Garcia-Verdugo,
& Mora, 2006). This study used microdialysis in the CA3 area of the hippocampus in EE rats

compared with a control group of rats raised in an isolated condition, along with an assessment

of cognitive status using the Morris water maze test. Their results showed that the increase in
neurogenesis parallels the in~provementsin the perfornlance on the Morris water maze test. In
addition. EE increased the levels of glutanlate and GABA, implicating these neurotransmitter
systems in the neurogenesis of hippocampal neurons in the EE rats.
Another important brain region that has been studied through the EE paradigm in rats is
the PFC, a region invol\/ed in the physiological response to stress and an important component of
the mesocortical DA system (Deutch. Clark, & Roth. 1990: Grobin & Detch, 1998). One study
was coiicerncd with doparnine transporter (DAT) f~nctionin the medial PFC (mPFC) in rats and
how this activity is modified by EE (Neuegebauer et al.. 2004). This study looked at DAT
function in rats that were prenatally exposed to cocaine, which is known to cause alterations in
mesocorticoliinbic and nigrostriatal DA function, specifically decreased DAT density and
f~mction,which in turn increases levels of DA in the mPFC. What they found was that there was
decreased DAT density in the mPFC of EE rats compared to isolated condition (IC) rats. but that
mPFC DAT function was more efficient in the EE group. These results suggest that the typical
effect of prenatal cocaine exposure on mPFC DAT function is attenuated by EE. From a
behavioral standpoint, these results would suggest that the typical negative social impact that
prenatal exposure to cocaine usually causes in rats could possibly be reversed or attenuated by
placing them in an EE. Prenatal cocaine exposure may lead to aggressive, anxious, and antisocial behaviors. often associated with greater drug abuse vulnerability, and could possibly be
prevented by later placing the rats in an EE during rearing or adolescence.
Although most research using the EE paradigm has focused on the hippocampus, spatial
memory, and learning, there are other brain areas and behavioral models known to be altered by
an enriched environment. Studies show that EE rats are more efficient at assimilating stimuli

from their environn~entthan IC rats (Varty, Paulus, Braff, & Geyer, 2000), less sensitive to
reward as measured by anticipatory behavior (van der Harst, Baars, & Spruijt; 2003), and less
impulsive than 1C rats (Wood. Siegel, & Rebec. 2006). It has also been seen that EE enhances
learning about contextual cues and reduces the overall fear that is often associated with aversive
events (Barbelivien et al., 2006). 4 study done by Leggio et al. (2005) assessed how EE rats
processed spatial information as compared to standard rats and found that EE rats are more
efficient at accelerated acquisition, as well as rapid transition from acquisition to consolidation of
this spatial information. In the amygdala, thc brain region responsible for emotion, EE has been
shown to increase the proliferation of progenitor cells in addition to suppressing cell death in this
structure in mice (Okuda et al., 2009).
Enriched Environment and Drug Addiction

One way to model the environmental factors of drug abuse vulnerability and the
subsequent phases of addiction is through the EE paradigm. According to C'aprioli. Celentano,
Paolone, & Badiani (2007), there are three major ways in which the environincnt impacts drug
use and addiction. The first is that some life experiences malcc one more likely to first develop
drug addiction and increase the likelihood of relapse. The next is that there can be neutral cues in
the environment which are capable of beconling associated with drugs, and t h e r e h e may later
trigger one to seek drugs. The third way is when the environment in which one takes a drug
alters the subjective. behavioral, and rewarding effects of that drug, causing it to later influence
the individual to tale the drug again (Caprioli et al., 2007). Since the environment is a major
factor contributing to the chances of developing an addiction in humans, manipulation of an
animal's environment provides researchers with an opportunity to study this aspect of addiction
in the laboratory. In the preclinical research laboratory rodents are comn~onlyused subjects and

the two primary addiction models employed are the self-administration and CPP paradigms.
Three different types of environmental manipulations are typically used: isolated
environment (IE), SE. and EE. In an IE. animals are raised in an isolated setting or cage with no
social interaction or enriching stimuli. In an SE, animals are housed 2-4 per cage with no
enriching stimuli. In an EE, animals are exposed to enriching stimuli, as well as having social
interaction. Although various types of commonly abused drugs and other addictive substances
have been studied, the most extensive research has been on psychostimulants and opiates.
Envir.onnlcnld ikfmipzdutiorz and the Eificts o f I'sychoslirnz~lun~s

Several studies have compared the effects of IE, SE, and EE on psychostimulant drugs
and researchers have focused most of their behavioral studies on cocaine and amphetamine. In
self-administration studies it has been shown that IE rats have increased self-administration
compared to SE rats for cocaine (Schenk, Lacelle. & Amit, 1987). The CPP studies have shown
that IE rats are less sensitive, or less likely to develop a CPP, than SE rats to the rewarding
properties of cocaine (Berry & Marsden, 1994), amphetamine (Wongwitdecha &Marsden, 1995).
and methamphetamine (Gehrke, Cass, & Bardo. 2006).
The effect of EE on self-administration of drugs has been investigated and consistently
shows that EE rats self-administer less than IE rats for amphetamine (Bardo, Klebauer, Valone,
& Deaton, 200 1 ; Green, Ciehrke, & Bardo, 2002) and for cocaine (Howes, Dalley, Morrison.

Robbins, & Everitt, 2000). These results suggest that EE may have reduced the reinforcing effect
of these drugs.
The CPP experiments have shown that EE rats have an increased sensitivity to the
rewarding effects of amphetamine (Bardo, Bowling, Rowlett, & Manderscheid, 1995; Bowling
& Bardo, 1994) and cocaine (Green et al., 3009). The study by Bardo et al. (1 995) tested three

dif'ferent doses of amphetamine (. 1, .3, and 1.0 mglkg) in EE and IE rats and found increased
preference ratios at all doses in the EE rats. This suggests that at these low dosages of
amphetamine, EE rats are more sensitive to the drug's rewarding effects.
In a study using cocaine. Green et al. (2009) tested for both self-administration and CPP
in EE and IE rats. They found that the EE rats self-administered less cocaine than the IE rats, but
the EE rats demonstrated a stronger CPP. One implication of this study is that EE may decrease
addiction liability, as assessed by the reduction in self-administration, without decreasing the
drug sensitivity, as measured by the increased CPP.
It is important to note that not all the findings of studies using cocaine are consistent.
Zakharova, Miller, Untenvald, & Izenwasser (2009) studied the effects of cocaine on rats using
six different environmental conditions, differing in levels of social and environmental
enrichment. Their analyses showed that additional rats andlor increased environmental
enrichment of the home cage decreased the cocaine CPP. These results suggest that the
conditioned rewarding effects of cocaine are inversely related to the degree of enrichment. These
conflicting results between Green et al. (2009) and Zakharova et al. (2009) could be due to the
age of the animals or differences in experimental design and procedures. A summary of the
results of these studies investigating the effects of EE exposure on CPP and self-administration
for psychostimulants and opiates is provided in Table 1.
Environnzei~t~il
iblunip~~krtion
cind the Effects qf Opintes

Studies of self-administration and opiates have shown that IE rats have increased selfadministration compared to SE for both heroin (Bozarth, Murray, & Wise, 1989) and morphine
(Alexander, Coambs, & Hadaway, 1978; Kostowski. Czlonkowski, Rewerski, & Piechoki,
1977). CPP studies have shown IE rats to be less sensitive or less likely to develop a CPP than

SE rats to the rewarding properties of morphine (Wongwitdecha & Mardsen, 1996).
After searching the literature, no studies were found applying the EE paradigm to opiate
self-administration. However, studies have looked at EE with regards to opiate CPP. A study by
Bardo, Robinet. & Hammer (1 997) compared the effects of various doses of morphine (0, . I , 1.
and 10 mglkg) on EE and IE rats. They used a wide range of morphine doses since it was not
clear what the optimal dose was yielding differences between EE and IE rats. As determined by
the results of the CPP test, the morphine produced a dose-dependent preference for the drugpaired compartment in both the EE and IE rats; with the magnitude of the CPP being
significantly greater in EE rats relative to IE rats. This suggests that the primary rewarding
effects for all doses of morphine used was greater in the EE rats. These findings complement
those using psychostin~ulants(Bowling & Bardo, 1994; Green et al., 2009) making it a
possibility that EE may alter some neural nlechanisnl activated similarly by repeated stinlulation
of psychostinlulants and opiates.
Contradicting these findings in rats (Bardo et al., 1997), a study done by Xu, Hou, Gao,
He, & Zhang (2007) found that mice reared in EE were less sensitive to the rewarding effects of
morphine. The study compared EE and SE mice at a 5 mglkg dose of morphine and found that
the CPP was blocked by environmental enrichment, as the EE mice showed no CPP for the
morphine paired compartment, while SE mice did. These contradictory results for mice and rats
may have been due to differences in experimental design, but most likely is the result of species
differences.
One study in rats examined the effects of EE on the sensitivity to various mu-opioids
with different efficacies at the mu-opioid receptor (Smith et al.. 2005). The substances used were
morphine and levaorphanol (higher-efficacy drugs) and buprenorphine, butorphanol, and

nalbuphine (lower-efficacy drugs). They found that the higher-efficacy drugs produced a CPP in
both EE and IE rats, but that the lower-efficacy drugs only produced a CPP in the EE rats. These
results indicate that EE rats are more sensitive to the rewarding effects of low-efficacy muopioids and that the differences between the EE and IE rats may be mediated by the functional
alterations in opioid receptor population cause by the environmental manipulation.
Another study examining the effects of EE in rats and the effects on opioid receptor
systems was performed by Smith, Bryant, & Mc Clean (2003). They used spiradoline, a kappaopioid receptor agonist in their CPP experiment on EE and IE rats. Kappa-opioid receptor
agonists are known to have aversive stimulus effects and their results found that EE rats were
more sensitive than IE rats to spiradoline. indicated by a higher aversion to the drug-paired
compartment. These results demonstrate that in addition to mu-opioid receptors, the kappaopioid receptor system is also sensitive to environmental manipulation. Through the use of the
CPP paradigm, animals exposed to EE also show differences in the aversive effects of opiates,
not only the appetitive ones.

Table 1 .
S ~ ~ t n t w of
r ySelf-u~/ii2inisti-ution
(2%) and C,'onciitioned Place Pivfi.reiice (C'PP) Findings in Rats.

Authors

Paradigm

Drug

Effect

Howes, Dalley, Morrison, Roberts, and
Everitt, 2000

SA

Cocaine

EE < IE

Bardo, Klebauer. Valone, & Deaton. 2001

SA

Amphetamine

EE < IE

Green, Gehrke, & Bardo, 2002

SA

Amphetamine

EE < IE

Kostowski, Czlonkowski, Rewerski. &
Piechoki, 1977

SA

Morphine

IE > SE

Green et al., 2009

CPP

Cocaine

EE > IE

Zakharova, Miller, Unterwald, &
Izenwasser, 2009

CPP

Cocaine

EE < IE
and SE

Bardo, Bowling, Rowlett, &
Manderscheid, 1995

C PP

Amphetamine

EE > IE

Bowling & Bardo. 1994

CPP

Amphetamine

EE > IE

Bardo, Robinet, & Hammer, 1997

CPP

Morphine

EE > SE

Smith et al., 2005

CPP

Morphine

EE > SE

Xu, Hou, Ciao? He, & Zhang, 2007

CPP

Morphine

EE < SE #:

Note. IE= Isolated Environment. SE= Social Environment. EE = Enriched Environment. "This

study was performed on mice.
A review of the literature turned up no studies implementing both the EE and CPP
paradigms with studies incorporating the three phases of morphine addiction discussed above
(acquisition, extinction, and reinstatement). Given the variety of results seen in previous studies a
pilot study was conducted using the conditioned place preference paradigm in order to determine

the effects of an enriched environment on morphine acquisition, extinction, and stress-induced
reinstatement in rats.

Pilot Study
Methods

S~~hjecls
Seventeen male Sprague-Dawley albino rats were used as the subjects. The rats were
acquired at six weeks of age and one week after arrival were randon~lyassigned to either the SE
(n=9) or EE (n=8) housing condition. Photographs of both EE and SE housing are shown in
Figure 1. The rats were raised in their assigned environn~entsfor six weeks before being used as
subjects in a fear conditioning and REM deprivation study (Nicaretta & Hunter, 20 10). In that
study, all rats were exposed to ten CS-US fear conditioning trials, after which half of the rats
were exposed to a single six hour session of REM sleep deprivation and half were exposed to a
control condition. Following conditioning, all rats were exposed to three separate days of
extinction training, which consisted of ten trials of the CS being presented alone. Following this
study. all of the rats were run in a visual version of the Morris water maze, consisting of four
trials a day for four days. Data collection for the CPP pilot study began 19 weeks after the initial
placement of the rats in their assigned housing conditions. Since arrival, the room housing the
rats was kept on a 12: 12 hour light-dark cycle, with lights on at 8am, and all rats received food
and water NLIlihiluin.

Figure I . Photographs of EE (A) and SE (B) housing conditions.

In the present study the acquisition and extinction phases of the experiment consisted of
four groups: EE + low dose of morphine, n=4, EE + high dose of morphine. n=4, SE + low dose
of morphine, n=5, and SE + high dose of morphine, n=4. The reinstatement phase of the
experiment consisted of 8 groups, with each of the four groups being divided into half receiving
a footshock and the other half not receiving a footshock. All groups had two rats, except the SE +
low dose of morphine + footshock group, which had three. All procedures were approved by the
Seton Hal1 University Institutional AnimaI Care and Use C'ommittce.
Di*z{gs
Morphine sulfate salt pentahydrate was a generous gift from Dr. Sulie Chang. and was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Corporation (St. Louis, MO, IJS).The morphine sulfate
was dissolved in saline and administered subcutaneously in a volume of 1.0 mllkg of body
weight. The two dosages used in the present study were 3 mglkg morphine for the low dose and
7 mglkg morphine for the high dose.
App~rrcrrus

The conditioned place prefcrence (CPP) apparatus used, as shown in Figure 2, was a 30"

L s 12" W x 12" H Plexiglas box. This box was divided into three separate chambers. The two
end conditioning chambers ofthe apparatus were 12"L x 12"W x 12" H. The middle chamber
of the apparatus was 6" L x 12" W x 12" H. There were two guillotine doors dividing the
middle chamber from each of the two end chambers that were used during the CPP testing,
allowing the animals access to the entire chamber. The guillotine doors each had a 4" H x 4 %

"

W opening. In order to distinguish them from each other, one of the end chambers had a black

double striped design against a white background and the other end chamber had a black circular
bull's eye design against a white background. For the CPP experiments, two of these CPP boxes

were placed on a table in a dimly lit room, with a video camera mounted above them recording
the animals' behavior.

Figure 2. Photograph of the CPP apparatus.

The apparatus used for the stress-induced reinstatement phase of the study was the same
as described by Silvestri (2005). Two conditioning chambers made up of Plexiglas sides and a
metal grid floor were located in a dimly lit room with activity monitored by a video camera. The
dimensiotls of each conditioning chamber were 9.1 x 7.1" x 9.3". The stress-inducing
"

footshocks were presented via the metal grid floors of the apparatus. Footshocks were produced
via an ENV-414 shocker/distributor (MED Associates Inc.. Georgia. VT). A computer program
using MED-PC (MED Associates Inc., Georgia. VT) controlled the footshock presentations.

Procedrrre
A diagram of the procedure is shown in Figure 3. During the pre-conditioning phase: rats
were given one 15-minute habituation session on the first day, then a 15-minute baseline testing

session on the second day. During each of these two sessions they were allowed free access to
the entire chamber. In these sessions, rats were placed in the center compartment and the
guillotine doors were placed in the opened position allowing access to both side chambers. Time
spent in each side chamber and was measured using a stopwatch and sessions were recorded via
the overhead video camera. Entrance into a chamber was recorded when both front and hind legs
passed con~pletelythrough a doorway. The time spent in each side chamber during the baseline
testing session was used to determine a baseline score and those rats showing a preference or
bias for one chamber were drug-paired to the non-preferred chamber for the conditioning phase.
Those rats showing no preference for either chamber as indicated by their baseline score, were
randomly assigned as to which chamber (circle or stripe) would be drug-paired.
Ten conditioning trials took place. During these trials, rats were weighed each morning
and injected with either their assigned dose of morphine or saline and confined to the assigned
chamber of the apparatus for 30 minutes. Morphine and saline adn~inistrationalternated daily so
that each rat received five conditioning trials with their assigned morphine dose and five
conditioning trials with saline.
On the day following the last conditioning trial, the existence of a conditioned place
preference for each rat was assessed. For this CPP test. rats were placed in the center
compartment with both guillotine doors in the opened position. The rats were given free access
to the entire chamber for 15 minutes and the time spent in each chamber was measured and
summed over the 15 minute test period. A preference score was computed by taking the time
spent in the morphine-paired chamber minus the time spent in the saline-paired chamber, as
measured in seconds. A positive score indicated a preference for the morphine-paired chamber,
while a negative score indicated a preference for the saline-paired chamber.

The extinction phase of the experiment began the day following the CPP test. The
purpose of the extinction phase was to rid the rats of their preference for the drug-paired
chamber. Estinction involved confinement to only the drug-paired chamber, in the absence of the
drug for 30 minutes for two consecutive days. Every third day a probe test was given for each
rat, which allowed then1 free access to the entire chamber for 15 minutes, as in the CPP test. The
time spent in each side chamber was measured and recorded over this 15 minute period to see if
the preference they had developed for the drug was extinguished. Overall, there were ten
extinction sessions and five probe tests conducted in order to determine extinction of the
preference.
The reinstatement phase of the experiment occurred exactly one week after the last day of
the extinction phase. This phase used a form of stress-induced reinstatement, in which half of the
rats were exposed to footshock stressor and the other halfa control condition, where they were
placed in the footshock chamber without being administered the footshock. During this part of
the reinstatement phase, rats were placed in the footshock chamber, as described above, for 45
minutes and they either received or did not receive 10 unsignaled shocks of 0.8 mA of 0.5
second duration. Immediately following this 45 minute exposure to the chamber, rats were again
placed in the CPP apparatus for 15 minutes of free access to the entire chamber. The time spent
in each of the side chambers was measured and recorded to assess for preference.
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Figure 3. Procedure of pilot study.

Results
No inferential statistical tests were calculated due to the small number of rats in each
group.

Acq~lisitioil
The results from the acquisition phase of the experiment were measured by the CPP test
and are shown in Figure 4. As shown, both the EE and SE rats administered the 3 mglkg dose of
morphine appear to have developed a CPP for the morphine, with the EE rats showing a stronger
preference than the SE rats. For rats given the 7 mglkg dose of morphine, a preference did not
develop in either the EE or SE condition. The EE rats given the 7 mg/kg dose of morphine
appear to show a slight aversion to the morphine-paired chamber.

CPP TEST

Preference for
Morphine-paired
Chamber
(in seconds)

Figure 4. Results of pilot study CPP test.

Ex/inc/ion
The results from the extinction phase of the experiment are shown in Figure 5 . The
results from the first probe indicate all four groups as showing a preference at this time for the
morphine-paired chamber, with EE rats showing a stronger preference than the SE rats. It is
interesting to note that the EE and SE rats given the 7 mglkg dose of morphine, which did not
show a preference during the CPP test, now appear to show a CPP to the morphine-paired
26

chamber. As can be seen in the graph, the CPP for morphine appears to be extinguished in all
four groups by the day of the third probe. The results of the fourth probe test reveal an increase
in the preference for the morphine-paired chamber in all four groups while this preference
decreased by the fifth probe test. The reasons for the results of the fourth and fifth probes are
unclear but could be due to confounding factors such as an increase in noise outside the testing
room the day these probes took place.
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Reinstuterncnt
The results from the reinstatement phase of the experiment are shown in Figure 6. All
eight groups of rats seem to have reinstated their CPP for the morphine-paired chamber. The two
groups showing the strongest preference are the SE rats at both doses of morphine that received
the footshock as a stressor (7xSEsshock and 3xSExshock). The SE rats given the 3 mglkg dose
of morphine plus the footshock showed a stronger preference than the SE rats given the 3 mglkg
dose of morphine without the footshock, indicating that the stress-inducing footshock was
capable of reinstating the preference. This difference between the shock and no-shock condition
can also be seen in the SE rats given the 7 mglkg dose of morphine. For EE rats receiving the 3
mglkg of morphine, the preference was reinstated both with and without the footshock. but there
was a stronger preference for those in the no shock condition. I n the EE rats at the 7 mglkg dose
of morphine, the preference was reinstated, though the strength of this preference did not seem to
be dependent on the stress-inducing footshock, as it did at both doses in the SE condition.
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Figure 6. Results of pilot study reinstatement.

Discussion
With regards to the acquisition of a CPP for morphine, it appears that at the 3 mglkg
dose, the EE rats demonstrated a stronger preference than the SE rats did for the nlorphine paired
context, which suggests that EE rats may be more sensitive to the rewarding effects of morphine
at this dose. The fact that the 7 mglkg dose of morphine did not induce a CPP in either the EE or

SE rats may suggest that this dose may be too high when looking at the rewarding properties of
the drug when associated with a particular context.
Since all four groups showed a preference for the morphine-paired chamber in the first

extinction probe, another possible explanation for this could be that the 7 mg/kg dose of
morphine caused negative withdrawal symptoms, which were not induced by the 3 nlglkg dose,
making the morphine-paired chamber slightly aversive at first to the rats given the 7 mglkg dose
during the CPP testing.
The results from the reinstatement phase allow us to assess how a stress-inducing event
impacts the re-establishment of a preference, and allows us to compare this impact between the
low and high doses of morphine, and, more importantly, comparing this impact on rats raised in
an EE to rats raised in a SE. We have shown that the footshock does indeed reinstate the
preference for the morphine-paired chamber, as evidenced by the stronger preference of the SE
rats given the 3 mg/kg morphine dose with a footshock than those that did not receive the
footshock. The same was also true for SE rats at the 7 mglkg dose, further strengthening this
argument. In order to examine the effects of an enriched environment. we can compare both
doses of morphine in the SE condition receiving no shock to the EE rats receiving no shock. In
comparing the no shock condition, there does not appear to be much difference between EE and
SE rats at either of the doses. The effect of environmental influences on stress-induced
reinstatement is shown in the results of those rats that received a footshock. The footshocked SE
rats show a much stronger preference than the footshocked EE rats. This difference between the
footshocked SE and EE rats was observed at both doses of morphine. These results suggest that
at both the high and low morphine doses, raising rats in an enriched environment may have a
protective effect against stress-induced reinstatement of the CPP. This is suggestive of
environmental enrichment having an impact on struchlres involved in the stress systems of the
brain, especially those involved in relapse to drugs and their rewarding properties.
Based on these results, the following changes to the study methods were made. First, two
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squads of 17 rats were run at separate times to increase the number of rats to eight or nine per
group. Since the most important variable being investigated is the housing condition of the rats
and how an EE affects the various stages of the CPP paradigm for morphine, only the 3 mglkg
dose of morphine was used. One reason for using the 3 mg/kg dose is that it was sufficient in
inducing a CPP in both the EE and SE rats. Another reason for using the 3 mglkg dose is that it
was a high enough dose to observe the differences found between EE and SE rats' response to
the stress-inducing footshock during the reinstatement phase. Finally, the 7 mglkg rnorphine dose
appeared to be somewhat aversive as indicated in the CPP test. The last change in the study is to
the extinction phase of the experiment, in which six extinction sessions and three probe tests
were administered. The reasons for this change was that the pilot study had shown this number
of sessions and probe tests to be sufficient in extinguishing the initial preference and because of

the inconsistent and unexplainable results observed in the fourth and fifth probe tests.

Method
Slihjcc/.v
A total of 34 nayve male Sprague-Dawley rats were used as the subjects, and were run in
two separate squads of 17 rats. The rats were acquired at six weeks of age and randomly assigned
to either the SE (n=17) or EE (n=17) housing condition. Rats were raised in their assigned
environments for at least six weeks prior to conmenccment of the study. The room housing the
rats was kept on a 12: 12 hour light-dark cycle, with lights on at gain, and all rats received food
and water crd lihi,lm. All procedures were approved by the Seton Hall University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.
The acquisition and extinction phases of the experiment consisted of two groups: EE,
n=l7, and SE, n=17. The reinstatement phase of the experiment consisted of four groups: EE +
no footshock, n=8. EE + footshock, n=9, SE + no footshock, n=8, and SE + footshock, n=9.
Dmgs
Moiphine sulfate salt pentahydrate was a generous gift from Dr. Sulie Chang, and was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Corporation (St. Louis, MO, US). The morphine sulfate
was dissolved in saline and a dose of 3 mglkg was administered subcutaneously in a volume of
1.0 mVkg of body weight.

Apptu.tr/ I w
The conditioned place preference (CPP) apparatus used, as shown in Figure 2, was the
same as described in the pilot study. Two of these CPP boxes were placed on a table in a dimly
lit room, with a video camera mounted above them recording the animals' behavior. A television
in the room generated a background white noise.
The apparatus used for the stress-induced reinstatement phase of the study was the same

as described in the pilot study.
P1~occdll~c

A diagram of the proccdure can be seen in Figure 7. During the pre-conditioning phase,
rats were given one 15-minute habituation session on the first day, then a 15-minute baseline
testing session on the second day. During each of these two sessions they were allowed free
access to the entire chamber. During each, rats were placed in the center compartment and the
guillotine doors were placed in the opened position allowing access to both side chambers. Time
spent in each side chamber and was measured using a stopwatch and sessions were recorded via
the overhead video camera. Entrance into a chamber was recorded when both front and hind legs
passed completely through a doorway. The purpose of the habituation session was to acclimate
rats to the apparatus and to remove novelty as a confounding Factor. The time spent in each side
chamber during the baseline testing session was used to determine a baseline score and those rats
showing a preference for one chamber were drug-paired to the non-preferred chamber for the
conditioning phase. Approximately seven of the EE rats showed an initial preference for one
chamber. and only 2 of the SE rats showed an initial preference for one chamber. Those rats
showing no preference for either chamber as indicated by their baseline score were randomly
assigned as to which chamber (circle or stripe) would be drug-paired.
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Figure 7. Timeline and procedure of experiment.

Ten conditioning trials took place. During these trials, rats were weighed each morning
and injected with either morphine or saline and confined to the predetermined chamber of the
apparatus for 30 minutes. Morphine and saline administration alternated daily so that each rat
received five conditioning trials each of morphine and saline.
On the day following the last conditioning trial, the existence of a conditioned place
preference was assessed. For this CPP test, rats were placed in the center compartment with both
guillotine doors in the opened position. The rats were given free access to the entire chamber for

15 minutes and the time spent in each chamber was determined.
The extinction phase of the experiment began the day following the CPP test. The
purpose of the extinction phase was to rid the rats of their preference for the drug-paired
chamber. Extinction training sessions involved confinement to only the drug-paired chamber, in
the absence of the drug for 30 minutes for two consecutive days. Every third day a probe test was
given. During the probe test. each rat was allowed free access to the entire chamber for 15
minutes, as in the CPP test. The time spent in each side chamber was measured and recorded

over this 15 minute period. This sequence was repeated three times for a total of six extinction
sessions and thrce probc tests.
The reinstatement phase of the experiment occurred exactly one week after the last day of
the extinction phase. This phase used a form of stress-induced reinstatement, in which half of the
rats were exposed to a footshock stressor. During this part of the reinstatement phase, rats were
placed in the footshock chamber for approximately 35 minutes and received 10 unsignded
shocks ( 0.8 mA, 0.5 sec). Control rats were placed in the same chamber for 35 minutes but no
footshocks were presented. Immediately following footshock exposure or the control condition,
rats were again placed in the CPP apparatus for 15 minutes of free access to the entire chamber.
The time spent in each of the side chambers was determined to assess for preference.

Results

C'PP Test
Due to the amount of time rats spent in the center chamber of the CPP apparatus. the
previously used dependent variable of preference scores showed a great degree of variability.
rherefore, in order to reduce this variability, preference ratio scores were con~putedand used for
statistical analyses. The preference ratio score was con~putedby dividing the time spent in the
morphine-paired chamber by the time spent in the saline-paired chan~ber.A score of one on this
measure indicates no preference for either chan~ber.A score greater than one on this measure
indicates a preference for the morphine-paired chamber. Rats with preference ratio scores below
one were dropped fiom all statistical analyses, as this indicated they did not acquire a preference
for the morphine-paired chan~berat the time of the initial C'PP test following conditioning. A
score below one could also indicate that those rats may have developed an aversion to the
morphine-paired chan~ber.Using this as the criteria, a total of 12 of the initial 34 rats were
dropped, leaving 1 1 EE rats and the 1 1 SE rats. The data from baseline testing revealed that there
were no differences between the dropped rats and the non-droppcd rats with respect to a preexisting preference for one chamber. There were also no differences found during baseline
testing between the EE and SE rats.
In order to assess the strength of the preference for the morphine-paired chamber, within
sub$ects t-tests comparing the observed preference ratio score to 1 were calculated. Results
indicated that there was a significant preference for the morphine-paired chamber in both the EE
[ f (lo)= 6.3 16,p < .05] and SE [ t (lo)= 4.853, p < .05] groups (Figure 8). Calculation of

Cohen's clrevealed large effect sizes for EE (d= 1.90) and SE (u'= 1.46) rats. A between-subjects
t-test using the preference ratio scores indicated that EE rats had a significantly greater

preference than the SE rats for the morphine-paired chamber [ 1 (20)= 2.267, p <.05].This also
had a large effect s i x (d= .98).
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Figure 8. Results of CPP test.

Calculation of a paired samples t-test revealed that the SE rats extinguished their
preference fsom the CPP test by probe one [t (10) = 4.018. p< .OI]; while the EE rats
extinguished their preference from the CPP test by probe two [t (I 0) = 2.271, p< .05; Figure 9).
Calculation of a repeated measures 2 x 3 (housing x probe trials) ANOVA revealed a trend
toward a significant main effect of housing [F(20) = 2.41 7 ,y

=

.05 1, vp2 =.I 771,with EE rats

showing a stronger preference for the morphine paired chamber. This ANOVA revealed no
significant main effect of trials and no significant interaction (all p's > .55 1 ) .
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Figure 9. Results of extinction probe test.

Reinsl~r~ernent
Calculation of a 2 X 2 (housing x shock) ANOVA on reinstatement data revealed no
significant main effect of housing. no significant main effect of shock condition, and no
significant interaction (all p's > .120; Figure 10). Calculation of an independent samples t-test
indicated a trend for the SE shock rats to reinstate their preference for the morphine-paired
chamber [ / (9)= 2.074, p= ,0681. indicating marginal effectiveness of the shock in reinstating
the C'PP. However, an independent san~plest-test indicated that the shock had no significant
effect on reinstatement of preference in the EE rats O, > .I).
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Figure 10. Results of' reinstatement.

Discussion
The results of the current study indicated that a 3 mglkg dose of morphine and a 10 day
conditioning procedure was capable of inducing a C'PP in most EE and SE rats. When comparing
thc EE and SE rats that demonstrated the morphine CPP, the magnitude of this preference was
significantly greater in EE rats compared to SE rats. The SE rats extinguished their preference
from the C'PP test by probe one, while the EE extinguished their preference by probe two. This
suggests similar extinction rates since the EE rats showed a stronger preference at the CPP test
than the SE rats, which would necessitate additional trials to reach a similar level of extinction. A
stress-inducing footshock produced a trend towards reinstatement of the preference for the
morphine-paired chamber in SE rats. EE rats, on the other hand, did not show this preference
induced by the footshocl<; neithcr the EE shocked nor EE non-shocked rats showed a significant
reinstated preference for the morphine paired chamber.
As seen in both the pilot and present study, at a dose of 3 mglkg of morphine, most of the
EE and SE rats acquired a preference for the morphine-paired chamber following conditioning.
Although. unlike the pilot study, not all of the rats in the present study developed this preference
for the morphine-paired chamber, which could have been due to a number of factors including
individual differences among the rats. an aversion to the morphine. or possibly that the dose of
morphine was not high enough in order for them to develop a preference. Both studies also
demonstrate that EE rats show stronger acquisition of this initial preference than SE rats. In the
pilot study, both EE and SE rats required a longer amount of time to extinguish this initial
preference than in the present study. Although in both studies EE and SE rats extinguished at
similar rates, rats in the pilot study did not extinguish until the third probe test, while the SE rats
were extinguished by the time of the first probe test and the EE rats extinguished by the second
40

probe in the present study. While the pilot study used older rats that had been subjected to
numerous experimental procedures, the present study used nai've, younger rats. Therefore it is
possible that the older rats used in the pilot study showed a learning deficit compared to the
younger rats, as they took longer to extinguish the preference for the morphine-paired chamber.
During reinstatement in the pilot study, it appeared that all groups reinstated their preference. and
that SE rats were more susceptible to the footshock, as they showed stronger preference than the
non-shockcd SE rats. This effect of footshock was not seen in pilot study EE rats. In the present
study, none of the groups showed a significant preference during reinstatement, although there
was a trend seen in shocked SE rats to reinstate. The dii'fercnces seen between the pilot and
present study may be due to the differences in ages and exposure to other experimental
procedures, as well as the variability inherent in the CPP. Additionally, it is difficult to compare
the two studies since the low number of rats in the pilot study did not allow for inferential
statistics to be performed.
Since the CPP paradigm is considered a technique to measure the rewarding properties of
drugs, the results of the present study suggests that raising rats in a more socially stimulating and
enriched environment may make them more sensitive to the rewarding properties of morphine
than rats raised in a standard, or social, environment. These results are consistent with prior
literature. For example, Bardo, Robinet, & Hammer (1997) used various doses of morphine and
found that CPP magnitude was stronger at all doses in the EE rats conlpared to IE rats. It is
important to note that this st~idydiffered from the present study in that they compared EE to IE,
not SE, rats. While this may seem to be problematic to use as a con~parison,it has been shown
that SE rats are more sensitive and more likely to develop a morphine CPP than IE rats in
numerous studies (Schenk et al., 1983; Wongwitdecha & Mardsen, 1996; Coudereau et al. 1997).

This finding, together with the present results, indicates that as the level of enrichment in
housing conditions is increased, the magnitude of morphine CPP also increases. This housing
effect is also seen in CPP studies with psychostimulants. Studies on cocaine CPP have shown
that EE rats show stronger CPP than IE rats (Green et al., 2009) and that SE rats show stronger
CPP than IE rats (Berry & Mardsen, 1994). It would be useful for future studies to determine the
specific component of the EE paradigm that contributes to the differences i n sensitivity to drugs
of abuse.
Besides EE rats showing an increased sensitivity to morphine, it is also possible that EE
rats learned to associate the drug-paired chamber with the morphine better than the SE rats; in
other words, that the EE rats learned this context (chamber)/US (morphine) association bctter
than did the SE rats. It has been shown in numerous studies that raising rats in EE increases their
performance on a variety of learning and memory tasks, especially spatial and contextual
learning tasks, such as in a drug CPP paradigm. Rats that are raised in EE show a significant
increase in neurogenesis in the hippocampus, especially in regions such as the dentate gyrus and
the pyramidal cells in areas CAI and CA3 (van Praag et al., 2000). It is these neuronal changes
in the hippocampus that may be responsible for the fact that EE rats showed stronger acquisition
of the morphine CPP than the SE rats, and this difference is possibly due to greater learning
abilities of the EE rats.
Although the present study found differences in acquisition of morphine CPP in EE and
SE rats, both groups appeared to show similar rates in extinguishing this preference for the
morphine-paired chamber. Since extinction is considered to be a procedure involving new
learning rather than unlearning of the original preference (Rescorla, 2001), the results suggest
that EE and SE rats may differ in their learning abilities of specific tasks. The EE rats appeared
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to show better learning in the acquisition phase than the SE rats, while both the EE and SE rats
appeared to learn at similar rates in the estinction phase. Another possibility is that during
conditioning and acquisition of the morphine CPP, the EE and SE rats differ in their sensitivity
to the rewarding properties of morphine, rather than differing in their ability to learn the context-

US association.
Reinstatement using the CPP paradigm is considered to be an animal model of relapse
that is often seen in drug addiction. The present study used a stress-inducing footshock in an
attempt to reinstate the preference for the morphine-paired chamber. Using footshock as a
stressor to induce reinstatement in the CPP paradigm has been successful in previous studies (for
example. Lu et al., 3003: Wang et al.. 2006). There was a trend for the shocked SE rats to
reinstate their preference for the morphine-paired chamber, while no such effect was seen in the
non-shocked SE rats. One possible explanation for why rats did not reinstate their preference
could be that the footshock was not stressful enough to them. This explanation could be ruled out
by administering a stronger shock in f~iturestudies to determine if morphine preference would be
reinstated. It is also possible that extinction was learned stronger than necessary for this type of
reinstatement procedure to be successful. Since the SE rats were already extinguished by the first
probe test and the EE rats were extinguished by the second probe in the present study. the
additional extinction training sessions may have strengthened this learning to a point at which it
rendered the stress-induced reinstatement procedure unsuccessful. To determine whether
overlearning of extinction was a factor in the failure of reinstatement in the present study, a
future study could use fewer extinction training sessions. Neither the shocked nor non-shocked

EE rats showed a reinstated preference. These results may have important implications because it
appears that raising rats in an EE may have a protective effect against these stress-inducing

footsl~ocks.However, the possibility that EE rats did not reinstate because of these reasons
mentioned above for the SE rats cannot be ruled out.
In a review of the reinstatement model of drug relapse, Shaham et al. (2003) state that
there are two important brain systems involved in footshock-induced reinstatement: the
noradrenaline system and, more importantly for the present study, the brain stress hormone
corticotrophin-releasing factor (CRF) system. Unsignaled footshock has been shown to increase

plasma corticosterone levels. which is a stress hormone controlled by the brain's hypothalamopituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis. It is possible that raising rats in an EE may have an impact
on this HPA stress axis. which may be the brain system upon which EE exerts its protective
effects. EE rats also appeared to be more resistant to the stress-inducing footshocks than the SE
rats. Thus, raising rats in an EE may increase their ability to cope with stress, possibly duc to a
blunting of the HPA stress axis in the brain. Consistent with this explanation. Belz et al. (2003)
have also demonstrated that EE is associated with lower levels of stress-response hormones in
rats.
The main limitation to the present study is the low number of rats in each group,
especially since approximately one-third of the rats used did not develop a morphine CPI' and
therefore were dropped from the statistical analyses. Another possible limitation of the study was
the use of SE rats instead of IE rats for comparison. Some studies have shown that comparing EE
and IE rats is a better option since these two populations exhibit the greatest between-group
differences in sensitivity to psychotropic drugs (Bowling & Bardo, 1994). The reason for using
SE, as opposed to IE. rats in the present study is prinlarily due to the default housing conditions
in our laboratory. Although space limitations are also a factor, our laboratory uses SE housing as
the standard for our rats since the guidelines of the National Research Council (201 1) suggests
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that the appropriate living environment for social animals, such as rats: is housing them in stable
pairs or groups in order to account for the animals' social needs. Another reason for using SE as
opposed to IE rats is that isolation housing of rats has proven to produce stress in the animals
(Barnard & Hou, 1988), therefore SE rats would serve as a better control condition fos the
present study.
In a review ofC:PP, Bardo & Bevins (2000) give a thorough discussion of the major
advantages and disadvantages in using this paradigm in preclinical studies of drug reward. The
disadvantages mentioned include the fact that CPP is subject to interpretation due to the issue of
novelty seeking, that it does not provide substantial graded dose-effect curves which can be
applied pharmacologically, and that it lacks face validity as a protocol for human studies of
addiction. Although CPP is a good model for contextual conditioning of drug effects that are
important to the relapse and craving seen in addiction, it lacks a true discrete operant response.
Even considering these disadvantages, the CPP paradigm is both an important and u s e f ~ tool
~ l in
providing infbrmation about the rewarding effects of contextual cues that are associated with a
drug stin~ulus.
Future research that would expand on this study's results could be the addition of an IE
group of rats. In doing so, this would allow for the investigatiou of whether it is the social or the
environmental factors that contribute to the differences seen in housing conditions in drug
sensitivity. Studies like these could also include another spatial learning task, such as the Morris
water maze, in order to determine what role learning plays in morphine CPP in the different
housing conditions. Similar studies to the present one could also increase the dose of morphinc
or increase the number of conditioning sessions in order to produce a stronger CPP. A stronger
footshock could also be implemented in order to increase the probability of stress reinstating the
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initial preference. Studies that look at EE and morphine CPP could also compare a stress-induced
and drug-primed model of the reinstatement phase in order to determine if the effects seen for the
stress-inducing footshock in the present study are also found in a drug-primed reinstatement.
Results of studies such as these could determine if EE does in fact have a protective effect from
the footshock stressor, as drug-primed reinstatement relies on different brain regions and
systems. With the knowledge of an enriched environment's impact on important brain structures
involved in the morphine CPP, specifically the acquisition. extinction, and reinstatement
processes, future rescarch could utilize the EE paradigm to investigate the behavioral effects of
morphine addiction. Particular brain structures of interest would be the amygdala, hippocampus,
nucleus accumbens. and the prefrontal cortex, as they are all afl'ected by an enriched
environnlent manipulation.
I11 summary, the present study demonstrated that a 3 mglkg dose of morphine produced a
CPP in both EE and SE rats, and that the strength of this prefcrence was greater in the EE rats.
The housing condition of the rats did not affect the rates at which this preference was
extinguished. Using a stress-inducing footshock in an attempt to reinstate the morphine CPP, the
study demonstrated that housing rats in an EE may have protective effects against this stressor.
Further research is necessary to investigate how EE may influence the HPA stress axis in the
brain, and the role that EE plays in blocking the footshoc1~-inducedreinstatement of morphine

C'PP. If we are able to locate the precise neural mechanisnls underlying EE-induced changes in
behavior. these findings could lead to the development of better pharmacological and behavioral
therapies to treat opiate addiction and prevent relapse.
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